
Copernicus at the Newsstand

“When an AP story on an errant buffalo in Ulster County or a canine candidate
for statewide office in Florida is not available, Sun reporters produce their
own accounts of dogs rescued at sea or giant turtles recaptured by German
police.”

Pressing Matters: An experiential study
of the Isaiah Thomas printing press at
the American Antiquarian Society
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Ink covers much of the wood work, various parts have been gouged by nails or
other sharp tools, the bar handle has been smoothed by the hands of many
journeymen printers, and overall the press has the worn but proud look of an
old veteran.

The Rise of American Magazines
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Magazines warrant fresh analysis that will enable readers to understand “the



modernization of America.”

A Tale of Two Uncles: The Old Age of
Uncle Tom and Uncle Remus

Why does Uncle Tom grow old?

A Revolutionary Future
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What falls within American Revolution scholarship? To what larger questions and
themes should our more focused work speak?

Mapping Time
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From imaginary vantage points along major streets, [writers] traced the life of
the metropolis from its first vigorous stirrings before dawn through its
murmurs and rustlings deep in the night.

The Sound and Look of Time: Bells and
Clocks in Philadelphia
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Not everyone in colonial Philadelphia was pleased about having the hours rung
on the state house bell.

We Won’t Leave Until We Get Some
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In eighteenth-century America, Christmas gift exchange was marked by a powerful
reciprocity: one gave a present and received one back

Reading Time
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Focusing attention on the various “temporal markers” in each text, Weinstein
reveals the ways the novels in her archive unsettle straightforward chronology
and leave time in disarray.

The Trouble With Angels
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A strange and memorable thing. After outpourings of prayer, with the utmost
fervor and fasting, there appeared an Angel, whose face shone like the noonday



sun. His features were those of a man, and beardless; his head encircled by a
splendid tiara; on his shoulders were wings; his garments were white and
shining; his robe reached to his ankles; and about his loins was a belt not
unlike the girdles of the peoples of the East.


